
ROLE OF MEDIA IN ENTERTAINMENT

Mass media plays a very important role in organizing public opinion. Entertainment, traditionally through performances
of acting, music, and sports, along with.

Conclusion: There are a number of entertainment media providing violent scenes and plots. Consequently,
women will expect to be raped as written in comment No. It is silly to avoid it as we can use its advantages.
However, it is inevitable to accept that media literacy cannot be taught merely at school. The author gathers
the information on how people think after watching the movies and soap operas mentioned above from the
internet because web board and online public forum is opened resource for everyone, it is the space that
everybody can freely present their opinions, comments and suggestions without identity concern, it is analyzed
to be one type of imagined community6 in current world. And imagine creating and delivering personalized
content, reducing time, cost and effort during post-production, and boosting audience engagement and
conversion rates. Take that one step further by removing the need to physically input parameters for what the
computer should be trying to recognize, and we arrive at deep learning. Before the use of big data, companies
would play connect the dots by trying to?? Why would you like to talk about women right this time? Millions
of people watch TV and read newspapers in their free time. In Thailand, aside from Thai soap opera, there are
various genres of movie and series talking about peace or involved issues, such as environment preservation,
anti-human trafficking and so on. Media are also considered to be instrument for developing society or
bringing social change. TV is one of the best inventions the man ever made. Eventually, Thong Pai Ram
painfully died because of syphilis with nobody takes care of her. An increasing segment of consumers will be
able to compile, program, edit, create and share content; as a result, they will gain more control and become
more immersed in media experiences. It seems that nonviolent-plot movies and series do not have a big budget
to produce the attractive scenes as soap opera production companies do. In the last part of movie, he even
attempted to save her life. In this article, we explore the several ways how Big Data is helping entertainment
and media industry make sense of the massive flood of data that gushes in from multiple sources. These are
some of the benefits that entertainment has. The analysts conduct thorough research on the attributes and
qualities of data about consumers to know which show is the most popular. The new media is characterized by
media participation of every social member with information technology approach. However, in the author
opinion, this kind of movie plot should not be decided as satisfied entertainment media because it is probably
able to bring about misunderstanding on how to deal with the conflict. They try to educate people directly or
indirectly using different forms of content. Regarding to the entertainment online forum, such as www.
Besides there is a considerable amount of TV programs News, current affairs viewpoint. However, she could
not easily do anything as planed because the older brother of young lady attempted to stop her by violence.
Generally, in developing countries, people living in big cities and developed areas will be able to access the
information technology more than ones living in rural and remote areas. Although universalism is an attractive
trend for modern globe, the symbolic interpretation of each society may be different based on its culture,
history and wisdom. Facebook gathers and processes more than TB of data every day. Jam Loei Rak is the
soap opera based on famous Thai novel and the version broadcasted in is the extreme case showing the
preference on sexual violence. Deliver a personal experience is the ultimate motive of any entertainment and
media company. Media offer various explanations correlating and interpreting information to make the reality
clear. Once the data has been translated into information, it will be the reason for increase customer
relationships, resulting in more brand loyalty. The panelists expressed their dissatisfaction on the inadequacy
of professionalism in journalism in India. TV also dominates the life of the family most of the time. With the
advent of Big Data, it is now possible to know why customers subscribe and unsubscribe. Hence, in this way it
outbids its competitors and owns rights to showcase blockbuster hits. It also provides information about the
type of content viewers?? In this way, media become bridge between different groups who may or may not
have direct connection. Therefore, if the movie starred by famous actors consists of a proper plot, the
awareness of peace building and proper conflict resolution will be broadly disseminated with the popularity of
actors. The entertainment media accessibility then can give big impacts to audiences. This can include
advertising, marketing, propaganda, public relations, and political communication. Although Koreamovie.
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What is Media Literacy. However, in some movies or series, the ending is different from what audiences
expect to see, such as no bloody revenge, no rude While positive peace is considered to be impossible to
achieve in the real world, negative peace seems to be more realistic because it can be done by diplomatic
dialogue, international relations or even military force.


